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McCaffrey returns to UOP; Reflects on past
u

By Gregg Goldman
Editor-in-Chief

Q. How did being Rotary President
and traveling around the world
benefit the university?
A. I am very greatful for the oppor
tunity that the Board of Regents
made available for me as a type of
sabatical leave, and I believe that the
University became much better
known worldwide then it was before.
I visited 70 countries and spoke
before some 300 meetings and
everytime I was introduced it was as
President of University of the Pacific,
in Stockton, California, U.S.A. And
a certain number of the people will
send their sons or daughters here or
contribute money to the University. I
am sure that this will benefit the
University in the years to come.
Also, the Rotarin Magazine,
which goes out to over one million
people in 20 languages, had a picture
of me at the front of the University,
and the story inside had a great deal
about the University.
I was also refreshed by the
change of pace, and have a broader
view of things and should be able to
do a better job than I was doing
before.

A. I wasn't able to follow all those
things closely, mainly because I was
traveling three-quarters of the time. I
did receive information; I received
The Pacifican and had a report sent
to me at regular intervals while I was
away from campus.
I would like to say that I feel
Cliff Hand, Acting President did a
fine job, supported by the other Vice
Presidents, and I support their
decisions and feel their actions taken
will be good ones for the University in
the years ahead. I would not for a
moment second-guess the decisions
that were made last year. I told Cliff
Hand when I left that I wanted him to
feel that responsibility and act like the
president.

Q. Were you consulted on any of the
decisions that were made throughout
the year?
A. No, I did not, and it would not
have been feasible. I don't think that
is a good way to do it when someone
takes a leave and someone else is ac
ting president. We talked about it
and I felt that, when given the
responsibility of acting president, you
are to have the responsibility and not
have someone looking over your
shoulder.

*

Q. What were some of your most
treasured experiences while on your
year of travel?

Q. How do you feel about the dif
ferent things that happened on cam
pus while you were gone; Winter
Term, Graduation and the other
events of last year?

A. Overall, my emphasis was not on

sight-seeing. Beth and I entered this
as kind of a mission to broaden
Rotary Service. I feel that Rotary can
be an important influence throughout
the world. It is the most international
of all organizations; it's members are
leaders of their countries and some
157 nations, and I felt that is what we
gave emphasis to.
We had a theme of World Un
derstanding and Peace through
Rotary. We were not trying to solve
world problems, but rather to engage
in programs involving exchange and
intrachange between peoples of
nations, through Rotary, that will
build a better base of understanding.
We will be having a World Peace
Conference in 1984 that I initiated
and will play a part in. I feel that this
will move Rotary into a position
where they can exert more positive in
fluence to the peoples of the world.
That, in general, has been the most
important thing we did all year.

Q. What will your involvement be
with Rotary in the future, and will
this involvement take you away from
the University?
A. I have gotten over 200 invitations
to speak to Rotary Clubs all across
the country, but I am turning most of
them down. Not because I would not
like to do them, but because I feel a
sense of responsibility to concentrate
on my university duties. My specific
responsibility for the next six years
will be as a trustee of the Rotary
Foundation. The Rotary Foundation
gives over 1,000 scholarships a year to
university students to study in a dif
ferent country.

Q. How did you acquire the position
of Rotary president?
A.
You go through a long in
volvement with Rotary. I have been
in Rotary for 33 years. In 1954 I was
Club President of Rotary in Berkeley.
Later you become, 1964, I became a
district Govenor and in 1969 and
1970, I was a Director of Rotary In
ternational. You are selected, or elec
ted, for each one of these. ,And then
those who have served on the Board
of Directors for international become
eligible to become president. Then
there is a nominating committee
composed of 15 people from 11
nations. Then they select a person to
become president.
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Recall disappears;^
'business as usual'
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McCaffrey traveled the globe last year.

By Dan Sousa
Managing Editor

What was thought to be a recall
attempt of ASUOP president Joe
Hartley last year turned out to be just
that- a thought.
No recall petitions were turned
in, and the talk of a recall has
vanished along with the summer
vacation. Hartley will be serving his
second term as President of ASUOP,
an organization with a budget of over
250,000 dollars this year; including
ASUOP sponsored concerts at
Spanos Center, the figure jumps to
nearly a million dollars.
"The ASUOP is now the largest
student- employer on campus," said
Hartley.

holds the ASUOP office together,
Administrative
Assistant,
Ann
Stathatos.
"We have a million people to
hire right now," said Hartley.
Rounding out the staff will be
Cathy D'Angelo (Academic Affairs),
Dean Sorensen (Cinema Director),
Jesse
Chavez
(Grocery
Store
Manager), Lisa White (Loan Store
Manager), Laura Cosby (Director of
Publicity), Steve Alexander (Social
Director), Ann Heinsen (Travel
Director) and Bob Berryman (Year
book Editor).
Mick Marks was to be head ot
Forum but has resigned due to per
sonal reasons. Hartley is reviewing
applications and hopes to name a new
director soon.

Q.

Did you find it hard after

Hartley will be joined by senior
Vice President Linda Haverty in the
ASUOP second floor office at the
University Center.
"Right now we are in the process
of getting everything organized,"
said Hartley.
The ASUOP staff returned
recently from a retreat at their Lake
Tahoe cabin. The retreat was held to
give the staff some valuable time to
set their goais and objectives for the
1982-83 school year.
"This year is different from last
year- since there are no major issues
like Winter Term for us to tackle,"
said Hartley.
Tim O'Neill will be back as
Business Manager and Programs Ad
visor, along with the woman who

cLOOK INSIDE
Entertainment
Whether you're interested in
rollerskating through Golden Gate
Park, strolling in a lush rose garden,
or an interesting afternoon in one of
the
city's
many
museums,
planetariums, or aquariums, The
Pacifican tells you how. See "In the
City" to get the inside information.

Sports
Volleyball will defend a 40-game
win streak Monday night...football
looks to an even record (see insert fo
more)...world class tennis comes to
UOP...field hockey, water polo and
soccer kick seasons off with high
hopes....

Final Words
How important are the exams,
due dates, and deadlines we will all be
facing this semester? Get the real
story from a UOP veteran with a dif
ferent outlook...see "Is There Life
After College?" by Paul Andrews.

traveling around the world to come
back and assume the day-to-day
duties of being President?

is going on, but you know come July
1st you will be returning to the
University and resuming your duties.

A. Not really. The reason being, that
you know it is going to be a one-year
experience. And you gear yourself
for that, and it is very exciting while it

Q. Out of all the countries you
visited, was there a favorite?

Resumes Vice Presidency

Hand steps
down after
'year on top'

A. We do not have a favorite coun
try, some are easier to visit than
others. In the sense of conditions, the
language and all that. But there is
something about every country we
visited that we liked.
People
everywhere are great and we were well

received everywhere.

Now that the 82-83 school vear has
started, what do you see as some of
the problems and the general direc
tion of the University this year?
A. This, and every university, public
and private, in the next number of
years will be ' having a financial^
problem. There just is not as much"
money being appropriated all

(See STAN page 2)

By Dan Sousa
Managing Editor

After spending a year in the
limelight as Acting President, Dr.
Clifford Hand has returned to the of
fice of Academic Vice President.
Hand actually never left his vice
president position, as he retained the
responsibilities of budget planning
and faculty appointments while he
was the Acting President.
"The hardest part was working
out a system between my two of
fices," said Hand, who occupied Stan
McCaffrey's Burns Tower office
along with his own at Knoles Hall.
Hand's year at the top was a hec
tic, if not controversial, time. Under
Hand, the Board of Regents ap
proved the unified calender; which in
turn sealed the fate of a doomed
Winter Term.
"The Calender was the most im
portant issue all year, there was
splendid cooperation and help, even
when there were painful differences
in opinion," commented Hand.

McCaffrey received an audience with the Pope on his trip.

Debut Album spins
Quarterflash to top
(Editor's Note: Quarterflash will ap
pear at the Spanos Center on the 17th
of September.)

Ml/mA

Unquestionably one of the most
spectacular debut showings of this or
any other year, recording artists
Quarterflash have virtually become a
household name in the few months
since the release of their debut album.
Rarely has a band been taken to the
heart of the listening public as quickly
as this Portland, Oregon-based sex
tet.
On the basis of their
phenomenally successful single,
"harden My Heart" alone, Quarterflash have established themselves as a
group with a consummate musical
talent, tied to some of the most
evocative songwriting and perfor
ming in contemporary music. And
this from a group at the very begin
ning of what promises to be a long
and tremendously fruitful career.

The plan to ax Winter Term
brought an outcry from the student
body led by ASUOP president Joe
Hartley.
"I like to work with Joe and
there never was any bitterness in any
of our discussions," said Hand of
Hartley's attempt to save Winter
Term, which climaxed in a 750
student demonstration.
Even a number of faculty mem
bers who openly voiced their dismay
at the new calender.
"We are all different and we see
things differently.. We can't have
uniform vies, so it is extremely impor
tant to express views openly and dif
Consider the following factsferently in a constructive debate," said
when Quarterflash by Quarterflash
Hand, who felt the Winter Term
debate was carried out in the best was released in September of 1981, it^
marked the first album by an
academic tradition.
unknown group on the Geffen
According to Hand everyone in
Records roster-a label that had
volved was committed to the Univer
previously concentrated on such
sity and its well-being.
names as Donna Summer, Elton John
Later on in the academic year, a
plan to move graduation to the and John Lennon. The album was
produced by John Boylan, whose
Spanos Center was met with heavy
student protest. Hand met with the credits include Boston, Linda Ronstadt and The Little River Band.
ASUOP Board of Supervisors and
"Harden My Heart," the album's
decided to delay the move.
first single, was an almost immediate
Even though he enjoyed his year
in the spotlight, Hand has no plans to smash with a longevity unusual for
seek a presidency at another univer rock radio. At its peak, it charted
sity. "I'm an one-institution man Top 5 in Billboard, Record World
and my usefulness stems from my and Cashbox and lingered in the Top
long experience here," commented Ten even as their follow-up, "Find
Hand, whose 26 years at UOP Another Fool," leapt up the chart.
enabled him to do "the job" last
As a concert attraction, Quarteryear.
Concentrating
solely
as flash has made a strong and lasting
among
audiences
Academic Vice President will allow impression
throughout the United States. On an
Hand a chance to work in three main
areas - library improvement, the early February tour opening for
general education program and Loverboy, the band sold out every
venue and added new fans in their
program review.
"My main concern is finding home state of Oregon, as well as
Washington, Idaho, Montana, North
ways to aide the library," said Hand.
His last act as President was to and South Dakota, Minnesota, Iowa
have 70,000 books moved from Ir and Illinois. Recently on tour with
ving Memorial Library to the Holt- label mate Sammy Hagar, the band is
Atherton Center for Western Studies, making an even more impressive
which will allow more room to study showing. Hard rock Sammy Hagar
fans took an instant liking to Quarin the over-crowded Irving Memorial
terflash's electrifying live show.
Library.

Television too has turned its eye
to Quarterflash and the group has
literally blitzed the airways with ap
pearances on thfe Merv Griffin Show,
Entertainment Tonight, Casey
Kasem's
American
Top
20
, Solid Gold, American Bandstand,
Fridays and their own MTV concert
special.
Additionally, the band's
video of "Harden My Heart" has
been widely and enthusiastically
received.
Both album and singles are
selling like proverbial hotcakes, with
the LP bulleting past gold on its way
to platinum, and "Harden My
Heart" arcing towards the one
million unit milestone. All in all, a
stunning performance by the band
from Portland.
It was in 1980 that the group
released, under another name, a selfproduced version of "Harden My
Heart." Mainstays of the band, then
and now, were Marv and Rindy Ross,
musical partners since high school

(See Q'FLASH page 2)

Late validation,
registration
will be costly

Those of you still enjoying sum
mer vacation will find an unpleasant
surprise in registrating of validating
late today. The University will charge
you a $15 late fee for your tardiness.
The late fee will go up to $25
next week and then to $50 the
following week. After the end of
Wednesday,
September
22
registrating or validating will be
allowed only through petition to the
Academic Regulations Committee.
This will require a $20 late petition
fee in addition to a $100 late
registration fee.
The deadline for dropping Fall
classes is October 22. This deadline is
somewhat earlier than the drop
deadline in recent years. Petitions for
late drops or late adds will be subject
to a $20 late petition fee beginning
this Fall.
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rdy^nlm^ty^ciffctSurTuide,

The Year ^Jiead
It is now the start of the new school year. For
some, it is the start of an experience that they will
remember for the rest of their lives; for others it the
final chapter in their school book, and come May it
will be the real world, with all the problems of the real
world that we do not have here at UOP. But for the
rest, the ones that are stuck in the middle of this four
year sandwich, all I can say is hang in there, the best is
still yet to come, (or at least keep telling yourself that
and maybe you will start to believe it).
The freshman reading this are walking around
campus still wondering if there is life after high school,
thinking about the summer that just ended, thinking
about the girlfriends that they promised to be true to
forever and ever, and wondering why they got them
selves into this mess called college and college life.
Well, I can tell you that it is time to face the realities of
college. High school is something of the past. Sure
you may keep in touch with some of your friends, but
you will not see most of them till your five year
reunion, and by that time you most likely will not want
to.
Summer is over, and, though it may be a bit hard
to accept when it is still 102 degrees in Stockton, by the
time the first set of midterms come around you will
realize that it is always 102 degrees in Stockton.
As for your loves at home, forget it. I can not
count how many times I have heard a person say,
"NO", because they have "someone at home". The
"NO" will last for about one month in most cases. It
is a known fact in college that long distance relation
ships just don't work. Besides, why date someone who
is going to a junior college or no college at all when
you can date a college student?
Though the things I have said will not pertain to
every freshman, and most freshman will not want to
accept what 1 have said, save this editorial for a few
months and then read it. I am sure that you will agree
with it more and more with each passing month you
are at UOP and away from home.

At this time I would like to also welcome back
President McCaffery after his year sabatical to serve as
Rotary President for Rotary International, and, also
thank Dr. Hand for the fine job that he did as Acting
President during McCaffrey's leave. Though there
were problems during the year, Dr. Hand did a fine
job of handling them in the same matter the Dr. Mc
Caffrey would. The job of president is not an easy
one, and Dr. Hand did the job above and beyond the
call of duty.

I C l V \ J• • » •
on/1 at
at
Twice»'a day on weekdays, and

Lgjapss that somewhere in these words I should
make some type of strong elitorial statment. Well, I
will make one, not so strong, but I promise as more
issues come up over the year they will get a lot stronger
and touch many people that work and deal with the
University. So, for now we will have to talk about
things that have already happened.
For those of you that are not already aware, if
you have not validated your registration by the time
you are reading this, you will be charged a minimum
of $15.00. This is the least that you may get stuck for,
it only goes up from here. If you have not validated by
September 17, 1982 the fee will then go up to $25.00
and after September 22, 1982, you will have to pay
$100.00. It is true that something had to be done to get
people to validate on time, but more fees?
If I were to try to write down every fee that we are
charged, I would need one page of the paper. Sure this
is a money world, but hell, there has got to be a stop.
We are not all made of money, and I hate to break the
bubble that the University sees, but our parents are not
made of money either. There has to be a point where it
all has to stop; is this a university that runs on
taxation? I can not tell you what to do with your
money, but I can think of a few better things to do
with $15.00 then give it to the University. And I am
sure that all of you can think of something better to do
with it also. The only way that something will get
changed is if you get your parents to write. We don't
count, but they pay the tuition and other assorted bills
so their comments are not taken lightly. I urge that
you ask your parents to write a letter about this charge
before it goes up even more in the years to come.

Finally, I would like to encourage everyone that is
reading this paper to feel free and write us with your
comments. "Letters to the Editor" are a way for you
to speak out in this forum with your views and com
ments about what is said in our editorials. They
must be typed and turned into The Pacifican, 3rd
floor, North Hall, University of the Pacific, Stockton,
CA, 95211, by Monday at 5:00 pm. Please let us know
what you are thinking about the different topics and
share your views with other people.
Gregg Goldman
Editor-in-Chief

m on Saturdays, groups of
1:30 p.m.
curious visitors can often be observed
walking around campus
leadership of a trusty UOP tour
guide Evenings, dormmates might
be recognized accompanying prospec
tive students to classes, movies or
concerts on campus.
The UOP
students involved are campus tour
guides and host/hostesses.
The
Tour
Guide
and
Host/Hostess Programs which are
sponsored by the Office of Ad
missions, bring prospective and
present UOP students together. UOP
students can give visitors who are
trying to select a college a "balanced"view of the University because
they can remember what it was like to
be a prospective student, while, at the
same time, they can provide visitors
with useful insight into what being a
student at UOP is actually like. The
Admissions Office believes student
tour guides and hosts/hostesses serve
an important function in giving
prospective students an honest and
accurate view of campus life.
Each semester, 20 to 30 UOP
students are selected to represent the
campus in one or both of these
programs. Each applicant is inter
viewed and must provide a recom
mendation from their head resident,
resident assistant, faculty, or student
advisor. Those selected then par
ticipate in an orientation and training
program before assuming their
duties.
Tour guides are usually respon-

ASUOP
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Unfversfty1 They are also available to
"
many of the questions that
answer
students have such as
P'Hort'the fooS", "DO you havt
computer science major. ,
"What's the social life on campus
like?" Tour guides who wish to par
ticipate, but are unable to do s
regular basis, are called upon to con
duct special event tours.
UOP students also provide pros
pective students with more in-depth in
formation about the University by
participating in the Host/Hostess
Program.
The
Host/Hostess
Program gives students who are con
templating attendance at UOP the
chance to spend a night in a residence
hall with an in-school student.
Host/Hostesses are asked in advance
whether or not they wish to host a
prospective student on a particular
night. They usually meet their guest
at the Admissions Office, accompany
the guest to dinner in a dining hall,
and then participate in some type of
evening activity with their guest.
Evening activities can include
anything from attending an evening
class to watching a film to talking
with friends in the residence hall. The
Housing
Office
provides
host/hostesses with bunk or trundle

Volunteers needed
vice, or those needing experience are
most welcome. Many social service
agencies need help with direct client
relations, computer programming,
data collection, surveys, and policy
making.
Among the many agencies
needing volunteers are those that
provide services to the elderly, social
service activities, assistance to the
handicapped, teachers for hobbyrelated classes, readers for the
visually handicapped, interpreters,
friendly visitors to visit and chat with
shut-ins, transportation aids, teachers
aides for children, several types of of
fice and clerical work, and child care
volunteers are always in demand.
One needs only to volunteer a
few hours per month.

(from page 1)

someday tuition would be $7,000, I
would have said that is ridiculous
because then tuition was just over
$2,000. This is because of inflation
that keeps growing. It is im
possible to say that it will never go
over "X" amount. Every possible ef
fort has to be made to keep cost
down, which is hard while trying to
keep quality in our educational
program. I don't forsee any cuts in
personel, but I can't rule that "out"
in the future. Any cuts will be done
with cooperation and consultation
units all concerned. This includes
staff and faculty. It will not be done
arbitrarily.

around. In the private sector tuition
has to go up to meet rising costs;
there are less students every year.
In the years ahead it will be a
strugle to keep a balanced budget, to
maintain quality in programs
throughout the University. I think we
can meet the challenge, but it will be a
serious and tough challenge.

Q. What do you see as the upper
limit for tuition and expenses?
A. I don't think it is possible to say
that. If someone told me 10 years
ago, when I first became president

Q'FLASH
(from page 1)

days. The two, with a floating pool
of local musicians, had gained a con
siderable reputation as a performing
Unit, but nothing prepared them for
the success of "Harden My Heart."
After a one hour TV/radio simulcast
in Portland, the tune written by Marv
Ross, hit number one on three
Oregon radio stations. Sales and air
play in the region pushed the song on
to Record World's national singles
charts and was a sign of things to
come.

beds t o accomodate their ov^..

onpsts Because
Arin,:....: ^
guests.
Because the
the Admission,.
fice believes both roommates rnu
supportive of the Host/H0!'
Program, participants are selected
pairs. Although host/hostesses
given a $50 reduction in their ^
and board charges each sem^
both
the
Tour
Guide
Hpst/Hostess Programs are lJ11'
volunteer activities.
"I
Why do students participaw
Probably the foremost reason isT
in addition to providing a service?
the campus community, it's ^

Arabic among
many special
courses offere

For Marv and Rindy the local
success of "Harden My Heart" was
an affirmation of artistic goals they
had long cherished. In 1977 the two
decided to forego the security of
8 tC! Pursue ^eir
muskHfhevhf
music. They began playing
the Port
land tavern circuit under a variety of
names with a shifting group of per
sonnel drawn from the burgeoning
Zt°L Northwest musicians. The
highlight of those live shows was and

presence with the

a striking vocal
equally alluring

,l ,faCi'l™n

eve hF Friday by students of thp
every
University of the Pacific, except
during vacation periods. Com

Gregg Goldman
Editor-in-Chief

Trips to be taken in the spring includ
the annual Mission Tour and W
river rafting adventures.
image of a petite, good lookit
woman handling a saxophone with'
unmatched passion.
Eventually Marv and R'1"'
joined forces with another Portia"
club band which included sing®
writer-guitarist Jack Charles
create the present day Quarterfla5'
It was Jack, in fact, who supplied1
ballad "Critical Times" to t»
group's hit repertoire. The band *
spotted and quickly signed to
Geffen roster.
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find.Sporting or •
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Arabic, Persian, French and Spanist manyplacc '•

Introduction
to
Colleji
Algebra is an individualized coun

The Community Council Volun
teer Bureau of Stockton and San
Joaquin County and the members of
D.O.V.I.A. (Directors of Volunteers
in Agencies) will be conducting their
annunal UOP Volunteer Recruitment
Day in the Student Union on the
Campus of the University of the
Pacific on Monday, September, 20th
and Tuesday, September 21st from
11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. The purpose
of this two-day event is to recruit
students as volunteers. There is no fee
and all are welcome to attend.
Volunteers are urgently needed
in many of the non-profit agencies in
Stockton and San Joaquin County.
Community involvement can often be
used for credits. Students with exper
tise in specific aspects of social ser-
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In The City is a column written by Pacifican staff members, Its
purpose is to educate the masses of the numerous, exciting, and enter
taining events occurring in San Francisco (also called The City) and the
surrounding Bay Area. The idea is for the reader to read others' ex
periences and then, they themselves can venture out and explore In The
City.
#

A Day in the Park
by Dawn Polvorosa

What to do with a free Sunday? If this thought has ever crossed your
mind, let me tell you about Golden Gate Park in San Francisco, a place
with enough diversions to fill a month of Sundays.
Golden Gate Park has outdoor activities that would satisfy anyone
from the most active to the most passive. Now that the weather in San
Francisco is at its best, don't miss the opportunity to romp in the park.
To begin with, Golden Gate Park is closed off to motorists during
the weekend. At this time the pavement is attacked by rollerskates, bicy
cles, skateboards and jogging shoes - all attached to various members of
the human species.Fear not if you do not own your own roller parapher
nalia because there are numerous places in or around the park who will
rent you what you need.(Be prepared to surrender your shoes if it's
roller skates you're after.) Bicycling through the park is the best way to
see it all, bicycles are allowed to travel most places where other wheeled
devices are forbidden.
If you prefer group sports, Golden Gate Park has several softball
fields. There are also lawn bowling greens in the park, not to mention
plenty of green for football and frisbee. Also within the park there are
three lakes where you may rent a paddle or row boat.
If you are a passive observer, may I recommend the park's lush rose
garden where you would find everything from the typical pink rose to a
rare and breathtaking black rose. Also for nature lovers is the Japanese
Tea Gardens, where for a mere 50c entry fee, you can browse through
authentic Japanese land architecture, complete with footbridges and
shrines.
In any given weekend you may be entertained by plays, concerts, or
sporting events. All these events are free though they may be difficult to
find. Sporting events are held on their respective fields. Concerts go on at
many places in the Park, though the major ones are in the outdoor ampitheater on Kennedy Drive. Certainly worth mentioning is a Luciano
Pavarotti concert, this Sunday at 2:00. Plays of all types are always in the
park, to find them, just look for the crowds.
If you're the indoor type but still a nature lover, you can't miss the
Strybing Arboretum. This immense white building, directly out of a fairy
tale, houses over 2,300 different plants and spans seven acres. The arbo
retum has flowering plants in season, rare greenery and surrounding out
door landscaping worth relishing.
All other indoor attractions are found on the main street, Kennedy
Drive. The M.H. DeYoung Museum is known for exhibits such as Van
Goigh, Tutankhamen, and Tiffany, as well as standing exhibits of
Renaissance furniture. The major exhibits require you to wait in line but
not to pay exorbitant entry fees; usually fees are between five and ten
dollars.
The Academy of Sciences is the other museum complex in the Park
which has within it: the Natural History Museum, Morrison
Planetarium, and the Steinhart Aquarium.
The Natural History Museum has standing exhibits of botany,
gems, fossils, taxidermic animals from their natural habitats and outer
space exhibits. There are also frequent visiting exhibits of all types.
The Morrison Planetarium involves a small extra fee and has
various shows running daily. Planetarium shows range from the basic
constellation explanation to science fiction enactments to the very
popular laser light shows.
The Steinhart Aquarium itself is worth the visit to Golden Gate
Park. The Aquarium has 14,500 live animals from reptiles to water mam
mals and is considered one of the leading aquariums in the United States.
Whatever your taste, Golden Gate Park is sure to provide you with
an inexpensive and entertaining Sunday.

By Dawn Polvorosa
Staff Writer

As a contributor to the ASUOP
(Associated Students of the Univer
sity of the Pacific) social fund, you
may be wondering what director
Steve Alexander has in store for us
this semester. Before I disclose the
interesting stuff let me stagger you
with some facts. As a student of.
UOP, $75.00 of your tuition money
goes to ASUOP. The largest percen
tage of this $75.00 goes to ASUOP
social; about $10.00 per student.
This money is used for student
discount tickets, which is the dif
ference between what the students
pay, and what the Stockton com
munity pays for an ASUOP social
production.
Steve Alexander is the ASUOP
Social Director this year and he
receives a $1,200 stipend fee which
comes out of the social budget. Ac
tually, the students are receiving
Steve's services rather cheaply, con
sidering the hours put into his
position.
Steve has the job of
booking revenue events here at UOP.
The majority of the events referred to
are concerts; although tnere is an oc
casional dance.
All non-revenue
events are handled by an assistant
social director, who will arrange for
smaller name bands and dances.
When refering to concerts, Steve
Alexander claims that this year will be
the best year UOP will have; or has
ever had. There are four major con
certs planned for this semester,
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FRESH FROZEN YOGURT
Buy one small at regular price
Receive 2nd for

positions

Assistant Travel Coordinator
Grocery Store Staff - due 9/13/82
Historian
International Spring Festival
Coordinator
Legislative Assistant
Loan Store Staff
Publicity Staff
Social Stage and Production Crew
Student Hosts
University Committee Members
Yearbook Staff - due 9/17/82

On equal or lesser value
FREE SAMPLES
Add Expires Sept. 30
The Yogurt Pump

HOURS
11 to 10 Mon - Thurs
11 to 11 Fri&Sat
11 to 10 Sun

5757 Pacific Ave.
Sherwood Plaza
(By K-Mart)

952-8543

10% OFF

Center) for information on the available
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5757 Pacific Avenue
(Sherwood Plaza)
Stockton, CA. 95207
(209)474-6767,

to the ASUOP office (2nd floor University
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LIGHT

10 %

ASUOP NEEDS YOU—Come in
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Budweiser
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WE WANT YOUR BODY!!
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Bring out
your best.

Even though the Spanos Center
takes ten percent of the gross from a
concert, we benefit from its seating
capacity, so the tickets still come to us
at a discount. The students will never

OFF
ANY
DINNER
WITH
ASUOP
CARD
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OOP TIGERS...

MANDARIN & SZECHUEN CUISINE

The Jewish High Holidays are as follows:
New Years'
Day of Atonement

A question which may cross your
mind is, who decides what bands are
booked? Steve keeps in contact with
Los Angeles and New York to find
out who's touring. It seems colleges
are usually the last stop for touring
bands and now is a good time to get

those bands who are ending their
summer tours. Input also comes
from the ASUOP Board, the
Programs Advisory Board and direct
student voice.
Steve Alexander encourages
students to get involved with ASUOP
social. If you have a suggestion leave
it in Steve's box, in the ASUOP of
fice. If you're part of a group with an
idea, take it to the Programs Ad
visory Board for fast action. Steve is
also looking for people to work on
the stage crew. Now that you know,
don't ask questions, get involved!

FEATURED ON CHANNEL 13's GOOD MORNING AMERICA

Rind

ICAN

The Alex G. Spanos Event Cen
ter has a hand in attracting larger
name groups also. The auditorium
has two seating arrangements; one
with the stage against the bleachers
which seats 3,500, and another with
the stage at the south end of the
auditorium which would seat 4,500.
All seats are reserved, giving you an
incentive to buy your tickets earlv.

Mandarin
Village

Both Holidays begin the evening before. Students wishing to
attend services or who wish home hospitality are asked to
contact Rabbi Rosenberg in Sears Hall 112 - 946-2161.

"«?2

When asked what is attracting
larger name bands to UOP, Steve's
answer is "professionalism". When
word gets out through the industry
that UOP is a good place to play, our
reputation will draw in the acts.
Steve Alexander, in his second year as
Social Director, says, "a first year
person couldn't bring in the bands
I'm bringing in." Obviously ex
perience in dealing with band agents
would be a plus, also Steve doesn't
need to get acquainted with the "ins"
and "outs" of his position.

Call 946-2416
for Info.

in Today^
and Conserving Enem

Abuse, and T^oraung^ ecu"

variety this semester, including plans
for a new wave band.

be charged more than $10.00 for a
concert, claims Steve Alexander. The
Quarterflash concert, opening with
Steel Breeze, will run $7.50 for
student tickets. The $7.50 charge is
not indicitive of all coming concerts.

The TIGER MARCHING BAND Needs Musicians,
Tall-Flag & Dance-Line Members, and Twirlers
The DIXIELAND BAND for Volleyball needs, Banjo or
Piano, & a Bass
The VARSITY "SHOW" BAND for Basketball will
sing & play Jazz & Pops.
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beginning with Quarterflash on the
17th of September. Steve won't
disclose the names of the other bands
due to occasional booking with-*
drawals, but he claims there will be a
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Yearbook staff! Please apply
September 10*17 in the ASUOP
office.Experience preferred
/i

Football opens home season vs. UC Davis
Karen's Comments
being exfrg ?jc ^ ^
d
r U U l U d l l

Karen Komsak
Sports Editor

UOP hosts World Class tennis
By bringing world class tennis to the A.G. Spanos Cen
ter, UOP tennis is doing more than supplementing their
budget. They are treating northern California to quality ten
nis.
UOP first experimented with world class tennis when
they brought Rod Laver to the Spanos Center last fall. They
met a lot of their goals in addition to making money and
were encouraged to host such an event again.
Hence came the Sept. 15 match between Romanian Ilie
Nastase and American Bill Scanlon. As a result, UOP will
have their name associated with good tennis. Interest in the
area will be drawn to tennis and valley residents will have the
opportunity to participate in the event.
Activities for the day include an autograph session,
press conference, Grand Slammers' Tournament (in which
local players will have the opportunity to play with the two
stars) and a cocktail party.
Tennis action will begin at 6:30 p.m. when top UOP
players perform a doubles exhibition. Nastase and Scanlon
will then face each other in a two-out-of-three set match,
which will be proceeded by an awards presentation. The last
event of the night will be an eight-game "pro-set" of doubles
in which the two stars will each pair up with top Northern
California professionals.
Nastase, known by many for his spontaneous,
emotional, and entertaining style of play, was among the
world's top 10 players for eight years while earning U.S.,
French, Italian and Canadian open titles.
Scanlon, who has professional victories over Bjorn
Borg, John McEnroe, Guillermo Vilas and Vitas Gerulaitis,
was recently ranked 43rd in the world by the computer rating
system. He also was the NCAA champion in 1976 while at
Trinity University.
For ticket information on the event, call the UOP
Athletic Ticket Office at 946-2474, or stop by the gym.
It is sure to be an enjoyable and worthwhile evening for
tennis fans and sports enthusiasts alike.

injuries
UOP will be missing offensive
tackle Rick Penn most likely for the
remainder of the season. Penn went
down this week with a knee injury
and surgery was required. Also
auestionable for Saturday's game are
fight end Mark Rogers (broken ribs),
Lionel Manuel (back) and Kirby
Warren (hamstring).
The last time that the two teams
met was in 1978 when UC Davis upset
UOP 31-14. In the series, Pacific
leads with 18 wins, five losses and one
tic
"We're looking forward to
coming down to play at Pacific. Our
players like the challenges of it
(playing a Div. I school),
said
Sochor. "UOP has about every ad
vantage. They'll be playing at home
and have played one game already,
whereas this will be our season
opener. We've worked hard in
preparation," adds Sochor whose
team just broke two-a-day practices
Wednesday. "It should be an exciting
game."
.
Fans will be treated to an aerial
game which should lend itself to

Soccer sets . 500 season as goal
With a solid nucleus of returning
players and a good crop of
newcomers, the UOP men's soccer
team looks for continued im
provement, a .500 season and a move
up in Pacific Soccer Conference stan
dings.
Returning from last year's team
are the top four scorers and three allconference selections. The top retur
ning scorer is Dalton Duval who had
13 goals and four assists, totalling up
to 30 points. Duval was a second
team All-Pacific Soccer Conference
selection as well as an All-Far West
honorable mention pick. He was also
selected to the U.S. Junior National
Team.
Other
returners
include
sophomore Bruce'Scarcia (2 goals, 5
assists), an All-PSC honorable men
tion selection last season; defensive
leader, junior Theo Bennett, (2 goals,
3 assists), a two-time all-league pick

who gained valuable experience
playing club soccer in England last
summer and sophomore Pat Noyes (3
goals, 1 assist). Returning in the goal
is sophomore Steve Lombardo.
Lombardo allowed only 2.3 goals per
game his freshman year.
New faces on the Tiger squad
that are expected to see some playing
time include junior college transfers
Gary Thomas and Lee Geary, and
freshmen Hector Molina, Juan
Vasquez, and Hector Hernandez.
Hernandez comes to UOP from
Garey High School in Pomona where
he was MVP of his league and AllCIF as a junior.
"Depth will be one of our
biggest strengths," said Head Coach
Bruce Spaulding. "We're shooting
for a .500 season this year and expect
to win more league games than last
year."

(See SOCCER page 6)
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Field hockey

FORMERLY PEZZI'S

UOP looks to improve best year
State and Stanford. They also
finished second in both the Cal State
Long Beach Invitational and the
Colorado State Invitational.
UOP was 9-3 at one point in the
season, but his a slump in the second
half of the season to finish 9-10-2.
"This season we need to learn to
deal with winning and not get com
placent," said Konet. "We'll need to
be able to repeatedly be consistent
against opponents."
Returning from last year's squad
are seven lettermen, including the
three top scorers, and seven highlyregarded freshmen join the team.
Coming back this fall will be senior
Laryl Belles (led with a school record
of eight goals in 1981), senior Nance

he-

. ,
Q
Sochor who expects to be missing a
few players due to illness and minor

Tiger football will battle the UC
Davis Aggies tomorrow night in their
1982 home opener at 7:30 p.m. in
Pacific Memorial Stadium. The
Tigers bring a 0-1 record into the
game following a rough 41-6 loss to
South Carolina in Columbia, S.C.
last week.
UOP Head Coach Bob Toledo
feels his team won't overlook the
Division II Aggies.
"After losing to South Carolina,
I think that there's no way that we'll
overlook UC Davis," said Toledo.
"We expect to be as competitive
as we can be," said UC Davis Head
Coach Jim Sochor whose team has
won 11 straight Far Western Con
ference titles. "We don't have a lot of
size but we have competitive
players," he adds.
"UOP is a very fine football
team and I don't think that the score
at South Carolina was very indicative
of what type of team they are.
They're a very solid team," con
tinued Sochor.
The Aggies return seven offen
sive starters and five defensive star
ters from last year's championship
team.
'We're not at 100% strength
right now, so that will hurt us," said

Tryouts for the UOP women's tennis team will be held Sept. 20 at
3 p.m. on the UOP courts. More details to follow.

Coming off of a 1981 season that
saw them have their most successful
season in their six year existence, the
UOP women's field hockey team ex
pects to continue their upward surge
in 1982.
"I expect to finish above .500
and as one of top two teams in the
conference," said fourth year Head
Coack Carla Konet.
"We're still trying to establish
our defense, but our forward line is
really strong," continued Konet.
"We have very good depth this
season. More so than in the past,"
she added.
In 1981 the Lady Tigers set
school records for most wins (nine)
and goals scored (27) in a season, and
had impressive wins over tough op
ponents such as UC Davis, Chico

UP6IIO

DELICATESSEN AND CATERING
Italian Cooked Foods
Catering For All Occasions--Beer and Wine Selections
3228 Pacific Ave.
Stockton, CA. 95204
(209)464-4781

Lino, Gary & Tillie
OWNERS

ICE CREAMS

(See FIELD HOCKEY page 6)

University Square

Ice Cream and Things
Complete Ice Cream Parlor
featuring
Bud's Ice Cream of San Francisco
8102 Kelly Drive, Suite I
1-5 & hammer Lane
Colonial Plaza Shopping Center
Stockton, CA 95209
(209)951-4053
Buy 1 Scoop & Get 2nd Scoop Free
Limit 1 Cone Per Coupon
Expires 9-16-82

Phone Ahead for Take Out Service
Open Seven Days a Week
Mon. thru Sat. 11 am to 10 pm
Sunday Noon till 9 pm

4343 Pacific

100% Natural
No Chemicals
Students
walk over the bridge ir
enjoy the best ice cream ever
Bring your Student Body
Card & get a 10% discount
on all items
Good Thru Oct aiTt
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quarterback ^ Pa^Jc Bp^[s'. ^.Far

WeS Conference q^rterbackJCen
O'Brien who is "highly rate
the country."
.
f_
"They're very similar to us o
fensively," said Toledo.
cnuth
In last week's loss to South
Carolina, the Gamecocks capitalized
on Tiger mistakes to make for a lop
sided score.
.
. . .
"The offense misfired during
crucial times," explained Toledo.
"Every time we made a mistake they
capitalized on it. We were inside the
20 (yards) six times and we didn t
score."
., .
Defensively the Tigers were hurt
by the quick momentum set by South
Carolina's quick huddles.
"We needed to get into the
rhythm of the game fast," said

T o l e d o . Our
O u r players
p l a y e r s didn't
didn't ^
adj
Toledo.
defensively.
defensively."
UOP's six points came by
two
field
goals
by
jJ
placekicker/punter Scott Kinney.
Berner completed 19 0f ,
passes for 184 yards. Junior tight.
Tony Camp led Pacific in
receiving department, grabbing fr
passes for 47 yards, while Uop
leading rusher was senior run^
back Dave Brown who netted 42
in six attempts, 23 yards beings
longest.
Fans will be able to keep track
'c new
new scoreboa,!
srnrek„.
the gamt
game on
UOP's
ine
wn IinP
Strv«I..
sponsoredA Uir
by tY\/>
the Rank
Bank of
of Stocky'
and Pepsi-Cola.
Pepsi-Cola will also be spo,
soring a skydiver who will drop it
the stadium with the game ball at
also halftime fireworks.
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Third ranked Tigers open with
40-game win streak on the line
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By Dan Sousa
Managing Editor
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The nationally ranked Tiger
volleyball squad will open their bid
for a national championship when
they face San Jose State, Monday
night in a 7:30 match at the Spanos
Center.
UOP will be bringing an in
credible record of 40 straight league
victories into the match. The Tigers,
who finished fourth in the nation last
year, will be returning 5 starters.
Volleyball Monthly has ranked UOP
second in the nation behind USC who
has won the NCAA championship
two years in a row.
"We are further ahead this year
than we were last year," said head
coach Terry Liskevych, who has
guided UOP to the National Final
g Four for three straight years.
The Tigers will be playing in a
* new league this year called NorPac,
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which
includes
teams
from
Washington and Oregon.
Returning from last year's team
will be senior captain Karen Jacobsen, juniors Jody Schauer and Cathy
Lumb and sophomores Robin Burns,
Eileen Dempster, Lisa Franco, Jan
Saunders and Linda Vaughn.
"Don't expect us to be in midseason form. We want to play as
error-free as possible Mondaynothing
flashy,"
commented
Liskevych.
San Jose State was 14-16 last
year, and 5-7 in league play which
earned them a fourth place finish.
The Spartans will return their entire
starting squad and expect to improve
their record this year. They will be led
by junior Gayle Olsen.
The Tigers will travel on Tuesday
to play against USF, who finished a
dismal 0-12 in league last year and 724 overall. The Lady Dons have 7

players returning.
UOP will then return home to
host Northwestern on Thursday
night. Northwestern is ranked elev
enth nationally, and upset UOP last
year at home.
Pacific picked up five new
players this year to help replace the
loss of Chris Bertsch, who decided
not to come out, and All-American
Jayne Gibson. Two top recruits from
Chicago are Theresa Boyle and Julie
Maginot. The third highly touted
recruit is Andrea Markel, (sister of
UOP
quarterback
Sander
Markel,) from Sunnyvalle. The
Tigers also have two walk-ons this
year, Denice Jezycki from Nevada
and Pam Berdue from Stockton.

Tachikara Poll
Pre-season
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

USC
Hawaii
UOP
UCLA
San Diego St.

Editor's Note: See next week's
Pacifican for the 1982 Volleyball
Supplement, a complete coverage of
Tiger volleyball.

2 Pictured, captain Karen
o Jacobsen practices with
S teammates.

Water polo; potential for '82 NCAA bid
Despite having turned in what
may have seemed to be an average 1414-1 record in 1981, and a fourth
place league finish, the UOP water
polo team did so in the powerful
Pacific Coast Athletic Association
and came on strong at the close of the
year, finishing 9th in the nation in the
final NCAA poll. It looks as though
they may have a serious shot at a bid
to the NCAA Tournament in 1982.

tn#f gv How

"We're going to be equally as
strong this season if not stronger,"
said Head Coach Dennis Nugent. "If
we work on being in shape, staying
strong and being fundamentally
strong, then the results will take care
of themselves," we added.
Nugent loses just three seniors
and will have six x>f seven field star
ters back from a team that posted
wins over top opponents like Fresno
State, Pepperdine, Air Force and Cal

State Fullerton (all ranked in the top
20). UOP also put up tough battles to
Cal and fell 9-6 to No. 1 Stanford in a
hard fought match.
Heading up returners from last
season are honorable mention AilAmerican goalie Mike Ennis, and
UOP's top five scorers last fall;
Mike Haley (52 goals), Drew Henry
(50 goals), Carl Gunn (31 goals),
Mike Wall (27 goals) and Dan
Hollingsworth (19 goals).
Adding to Pacific's depth will be
a top recruiting class that includes fir
st team Ail-American Kevin Hernan
dez, John Richards, both junior
college transfers, and freshmen; Peter
Galli, Scott Bretall and John Lautze.
"We have a lot more depth than
in recent years," said Nugent. "I

think that the depth will be a factor in
our favor. Last year we just didn't
have the depth to play hard through a
long tourney weekend."
This Saturday and Sunday the
Tigers will host a pre-season "scrim
mage" Invitational Tournament that
will feature teams from UC Davis,
Cal, Santa Clara, Fresno State, Chico
State, San Francisco State and UOP.
Action both days will begin at 8 a.m.
"We'll be able to go against
competition and see where we need
work," says Nugent of the tour
nament.
The Tigers will travel to UC Ir
vine for an all-day tournament Sept.
17 and 18. UOP will be up against a
German club which includes six
players off of Germany's national
team that placed third in the world
championships last year. The German
club takes the place of Pepperdine,
who withdrew from the tournament.

Honorable

mention

Ail-

American goalie Mike Ennis
prepares for the '82 season.
This year could see Ennis and
teammates to the NCAA
Tournament.

Student Rotes - weekends 2^5
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Your clothing
should express
the
individual
you.

Malone's
of St. Mark's
would like
to
assist you
in
developing
your look.

University Book Store

1503 SI. Mark's Plaza

University Center • Stockton, CA 95211 • (209) 946-2329

Venetian Gardens
Stockton - 9S1-9673

Interested in the Theatre Arts?
Come to the Drama Department's
open house, Friday, September 10,
and get acquainted with faculty
members and students who share
your interest. Festivities begin at 6:00
p.m. in the Drama Department
located on South Campus behind the
Long Theatre. For more information,
call 946-2116.
At the start of every new year,
along with all the new freshman and
teachers, there are also new classes
that are being offered to UOP studen
ts for the first time. Though it would
be impossible to talk about every new
class at UOP this year, there is one
that needs to be mentioned because
nothing like it has ever been offered
before.
The class, Music Management,
(BMB 149) is being taught by Mr.
Richard Etlinger, a new Associate
Professor within the Conservatory of
Music. Though the class is being of
fered through the Conservatory, it
has a broad appeal and should be of
interest to many people throughout
the University community.
Music Management will expose
students to the practicalities of the
procedures, practices, and career
possibilities in the commercial music
business. The seminar will cover the
music business as it has existed, how
it exists today, and where it will be
going in the future.
The classes will cover in detail
some of the following areas: oppor
tunities in the music and record
business, career possibilities, record
production, distribution, copyright
laws, international record licensing
unions, and the video industry withi
music.
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In 1981, the Tigers finished the
season with a 4-13-2 record overaU
and a 1-7 league record in a con
ference that features six teams ranked
in the nation's top twenty, including
four-time NCAA champion USF
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Happy Hour for UOP Students,
Faculty & Alumn: Anytime
Football on the Big Screen
Happy Hour during all games

Monday Nite Football starts
Wed. 9-8-82 with
49er Hilite Film
and
2 Blooper Films

March & Pershing

SELECTED ALBUMS ONLY
NO FURTHER DISCOUNT APPLIES
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